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Summary
The generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) is a valuable tool that has
many applications in computational science. However, computing the GSVD for
large-scale problems is challenging. Motivated by applications in hyper-differential
sensitivity analysis (HDSA), we propose new randomized algorithms for computing
the GSVD which use randomized subspace iteration and weighted QR factoriza-
tion. Detailed error analysis is given which provides insight into the accuracy of the
algorithms and the choice of the algorithmic parameters. We demonstrate the per-
formance of our algorithms on test matrices and a large-scale model problem where
HDSA is used to study subsurface flow.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The singular value decomposition (SVD) is perhaps the most important matrix decomposition from a theoretical and numeri-
cal perspective. Applications of the SVD includes image processing (image compression and deblurring), statistics (principal
component analysis, canonical correlation analysis), model reduction (proper orthogonal decomposition, discrete empirical
interpolation method), and machine learning (principal component analysis).
In this paper, we are concernedwith the generalized SVD (GSVD) motivated by an application in hyper-differential sensitivity
analysis (HDSA). Two formulations for the GSVD are introduced by van Loan in [21]. The first formulation [21, Theorem 2],
which involves a pair ofmatrices푨,푩, has found application prominently in inverse problems [8] and bioinformatics [1, 14]. The
second formulation is the focus of this article and considers a matrix푨 and two matrices, 푺 and 푻 , which define inner products
on the range and column space of 푨, respectively. This formulation, which we refer to as the (푺,푻 )-GSVD, arises naturally in
a variety of applications including: singular value expansions of compact integral operator (such as Fredholm integral equation
of the first kind) [8, Section 2.4], weighted inverse problems [21], uncertainty quantification [18], inverse problems [17], model
reduction [4], and hyper-differential sensitivity analysis [9].
In many of the aforementioned applications of the (푺,푻 )-GSVD, the matrix 푨 arises from discretizing a differential (or
integral) equation while 푺 and 푻 define inner products in the discretized function space(s). These matrices are typically large
as a result of the need for fine spatial meshes in two or three dimensions. The size of the resulting matrices and complexity
associated with computing matrix-vector products (matvecs) mandates efficient algorithms to enable analysis on otherwise
intractable problems. Hence our interest is to develop GSVD algorithms that are efficient and parallelizable. In this paper we
analyze randomized algorithms for GSVD which are motivated by and applied to HDSA [9], a recently proposed framework for
sensitivity analysis of PDE-constrained optimization solutions, as summarized in Section 2.1.
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One approach to computing the (푺,푻 )−GSVD is to use the Cholesky (or any other appropriate factorization) of 푺 and 푻 to
transform it into a standard SVD problem. However, computing the Cholesky factorization can be a significant computational
bottleneck in large-scale application. A central goal in this paper is to avoid such factorizations of 푺 and 푻 . Instead, our algo-
rithms only rely on matvecs with 푺,푻 or their inverses. This makes our approach matrix-free and hence advantageous for large
scale applications.
Previous work
We briefly review the literature on algorithms for large-scale computation of the GSVD. In previous work [18], a randomized
algorithm was developed for generalized Hermitian eigenvalue problems (GHEP) with application to computing the Karhunen-
Loéve decomposition. The GSVD can be formulated as a GHEP in several different ways (a discussion on this can be found in
Section 3.4) and this was used in [9] in the context of sensitivity analysis. In [18], a randomized algorithm for the GSVD was
presented but no analysis for this algorithm was shown. In recent work, [24, 22] a randomized algorithm GSVD algorithm for
the 푩-GSVD was developed. Here too, there has been no analysis of the randomized algorithms.
Contributions
This paper makes several contributions for computing large-scale GSVD using randomized algorithms. We give a summary of
the main contributions of this paper, while emphasizing the novelty of our approach.
First, in Section 3, we develop new matrix-free randomized algorithms for efficiently computing the truncated GSVD. The
algorithms combineweighted QR factorizationswith randomized subspace iteration and improve upon the algorithms developed
in [18]. A detailed analysis of the computational cost is provided and compared to our algorithms with related formulations
based on the GHEP.
Second, in Section 4, we provide detailed probabilistic analysis of the error in the low-rank decompositions. The analysis is
new and sheds light on the choice of the algorithmic parameters so that the trade-off between computational cost and accuracy is
clear. Motivated by the error analysis, we propose a new algorithm that uses a preconditioner to lower the error in the low-rank
approximation.
Third, in Section 5, we show how to efficiently speed up the computations in the HDSA framework using the proposed
randomized algorithms. We demonstrate the performance of our algorithms on a large scale model problem in which we seek
to control injection wells to meet desired production well fluid pressure profiles, subject to uncertainty in the heterogeneous
subsurface media.
2 BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
We begin by overviewing HDSA in Section 2.1 which motivates the large-scale GSVD problem that we tackle in this paper.
We review the notation and recall fundamental facts about the SVD and GSVD in 2.2 and the weighted QR decomposition
in Section 2.3.
2.1 Hyper-differential sensitivity analysis
HDSA determines the sensitivity of the solution of an optimization problem with respect to fixed parameters. Of particular
interest are optimization problems constrained by partial differential equations (PDEs) in the form
min
푢,푧
퐽 (푢, 푧) (1)
s.t. 푐(푢, 푧, 휃) = 0
where 푐(푢, 푧, 휃) represent a PDE with state 푢 and parameters 휃. In this case, the optimization variable 푧 may correspond to a
system design or control, or an unknown parameter to be determined in an inverse problem. The parameters 휃 may correspond
to physical parameters which are uncertain or variable, but out of necessity are fixed to a nominal value in the formulation of (1).
HSDA considers the sensitivity of the solution of (1) to changes in 휃. To define such sensitivity, let 푧0 denote a locally optimal
solution of (1) for a specified nominal estimate 휃 = 휃0. Under mild assumptions, see [9], there exists a function 푧
⋆(휃) which
maps parameters 휃 in a neighborhood of 휃0 to local minima 푧
⋆(휃) in a neighborhood of 푧0. The Fréchet derivative of 푧
⋆ with
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respect to 휃, which we denote by 푧⋆, is given by
푧⋆ = Π−1, (2)
where Π is a projection operator, is the Karush Kuhn Tucker operator for (1), and  is the negative Fréchet derivative of the
gradient of the Lagrangian of (1) with respect to 휃. Computing the action of푧⋆ requires a large linear system solve, applying
−1, and each application of the operator  requires multiple PDE solves. Hence applying 푧⋆ is computationally intensive
and we seek to mitigate the number of operator applies.
In general, 휃 and 푧 are elements of infinite dimensional function spaces Θ and푍, respectively, which we assume to be Hilbert
spaces. Upon discretization of the parameters with a finite dimensional basis {휃1, 휃2,… , 휃푛}, we define the hyper-differential
sensitivity indices
푖 =
||푧⋆휃푖||||휃푖|| 푖 = 1, 2,… , 푛, (3)
where the norms are computed in Θ and 푍. As the dimension of the discretized parameter space 푛 may be large, computing
each 푆푖 through operator applies 푧
⋆휃푖, 푖 = 1, 2,… , 푛 is prohibitive. An efficient alternative is to compute the GSVD of 푧
⋆
where the inner products are computed in Θ and 푍. If푧⋆ possess low rank structure, which is common in many applications,
the indices (3) may be efficiently estimated using the leading singular values and vectors of 푧⋆.
In the notation of Section 1 and the remainder of the paper, 푨 ∈ ℝ푚×푛 corresponds to the discretization of 푧⋆. In the scope
of HDSA, 푚 and 푛 correspond to the dimension of the discretization of푍 and Θ, respectively, both of which are typically large
(corresponding to discretizations of PDEs). The matrices 푺 (not to be confused with the sensitivity index 푖)and 푻 encode
the function space inner products and their dimensions are likewise dependent on discretizations of PDEs. For HDSA, 푨 will
be large, dense, and only accessible through matvecs which require many PDE solves per matvec, hence our motivation for
efficient and parallel algorithms. In most cases, 푺 and 푻 will be large and sparse. Matvecs with 푺 and 푻 are less computationally
intensive than with 푨 (they do not require PDE solves), but factorizations of 푺 and 푻 are undesirable because of their size and
the loss of sparsity that typically results.
2.2 SVD and GSVD
Given a positive definite matrix 푴 ∈ ℝ푛×푛 and 풙 ∈ ℝ푛, we define the weighted inner product ⟨풙, 풚⟩푴 = 풙⊤푴풚 and the
associated vector norm ‖풙‖푴 =√풙⊤푴풙 = ‖푴1∕2풙‖2 = ‖푳⊤푴풙‖2,
where푴1∕2 is the matrix square root and 푳푴 is the (lower) Cholesky factor of푴 , i.e.,푴 = 푳푴푳
⊤
푴
. Let 푨 ∈ ℝ푚×푛 and let
푺 ∈ ℝ푚×푚 and 푻 ∈ ℝ푛×푛 be symmetric positive definite matrices. The induced matrix norm is
‖푨‖푻→푺 = max
풙≠ퟎ
‖푨풙‖푺‖풙‖푻 = ‖푳⊤푺푨푳−⊤푻 ‖2,
where ‖ ⋅ ‖2 is the spectral norm and 푳푺 and 푳푻 are the (lower) Cholesky factorizations of 푺 and 푻 respectively. In the proofs,
it will be convenient to use the alternative relation‖푨‖푻→푺 = ‖푺1∕2푨푻 −1∕2‖2.
where 푺1∕2 and 푻 1∕2 are the matrix square root of 푺 and 푻 respectively; however, the Cholesky formulation is preferable from
a computational point of view. We denote by 휅2(푻 ) = ‖푻 ‖2‖푻 −1‖2, the condition number of inversion in the spectral norm.
Following the (푺,푻 )-GSVD formulation from [21], there exist matrices 푼 ∈ ℝ푚×푚 that is 푺-orthogonal, i.e., 푼⊤푺푼 = 푰
and 푽 that is 푻 -orthogonal such that
푼−1푨푽 = 횺,
where 횺 ∈ ℝ푚×푛 is a diagonal matrix containing the generalized singular values (in decreasing order)
휎1 ≥ 휎2 ≥⋯ ≥ 휎min{푚,푛} ≥ 0.
Alternatively, since 푽 −1 = 푽 ⊤푻 , we can write
푨 = 푼횺푽 ⊤푻 . (4)
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For a target rank 푘 ≤ 헋햺헇헄 (푨), we can partition the GSVD (4) as
푨 =
[
푼 푘 푼⟂
] [횺푘
횺⟂
] [
푽 ⊤
푘
푻
푽 ⊤
⟂
푻
]
,
where 푼 푘 ∈ ℝ
푚×푘, 푽 푘 ∈ ℝ
푛×푘 and 횺푘 ∈ ℝ
푘×푘. This form will be useful in the error analysis.
By contrast, consider the standard SVD of 푨 = 푾푺푨풁
⊤, where푾 ∈ ℝ푚×푚 and풁 ∈ ℝ푛×푛 are orthogonal, whose columns
respectively contain the left and right singular values, and 푺푨 ∈ ℝ
푚×푛 is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values (in
decreasing order)
푠1 ≥ 푠2 ≥⋯ ≥ 푠min{푚,푛} ≥ 0.
Letting 푠푗(푨) and 휎푗(푨) denote the 푗
푡ℎ singular value and generalized singular value of 푨, respectively. We observe that the
generalized singular values of 푨 equal the singular values of 푳⊤
푺
푨푳−⊤
푻
, i.e.,
휎푗(푨) = 푠푗(푳
⊤
푺
푨푳−⊤
푻
), 푗 = 1,… ,min{푚, 푛}.
The generalized left singular vectors of 푨 can be obtained as 푼 = 푳−⊤
푺
푾 and the generalized right singular vectors can be
obtained as 푽 = 푳−⊤
푻
풁. It is easy to verify that푼 and 푽 are 푺- and 푻 -orthogonal, respectively. The details are in [21, Theorem
3]. Furthermore, the multiplicative singular value inequalities [10, Equation (7.3.14)] imply
푠푗(푨)√‖푺−1‖2‖푻 ‖2 ≤ 휎푗(푨) ≤
√‖푺‖2‖푻 −1‖2푠푗(푨) 푗 = 1,… ,min{푚, 푛}.
This bound shows that the generalized singular values and the singular values may be substantially different, if 푺 ≠ 푰푚 and/or
푻 ≠ 푰푛.
2.3 QR in a weighted inner product
An important algorithmic component for the randomized algorithm is an efficient way of computing the thin QR factorization
in the weighted inner product. We review the ‘PreCholQR’ algorithm described in [13, Algorithm 2]; we call this algorithm
Weighted CholQR. Given a positive definite matrix푾 ∈ ℝ푚×푚, this algorithm produces a QR factorization of 풁 ∈ ℝ푚×푛 with
푚 ≥ 푛 such that
풁 = 푸푹 푸⊤푾푸 = 푰푛,
and 푹 ∈ ℝ푛×푛 is an upper triangular matrix. See Algorithm 1 for the implementation details.
Input:Matrix 풁 ∈ ℝ푚×푛 with 푚 ≥ 푛 and positive definite matrix푾 ∈ ℝ푚×푚.
Output:Matrices 푸 ∈ ℝ푚×푛 and 푹 ∈ ℝ푛×푛 satisfying 풁 = 푸푹 with 푸⊤푾푸 = 푰 .
/* Call this function as: [푸,푹] = CholQR(풁,푾 ). */
1 Compute thin QR factorization푸풁푹풁 = 풁
2 Compute푸푾 =푾푸풁 Compute the Cholesky factorization of 푸
⊤
풁
푸푾 = 푹
⊤
푾
푹푾
3 Form푹 = 푹푾푹풁 and 푸 = 푸풁푹
−1
푾
Algorithm 1:Weighted CholQR.
In addition to computing푸, we may have to also compute푾푸; fromAlgorithm 1, we see that it equals푸푾푹
−1
푾
. This way, we
can compute푾푸 without expending additional matvecs with푾 . The computational cost of Algorithm 1 can be summarized
as: 푘 matvecs involving 푾 and an additional (푛푘2) floating point operations (flops). In practice, we use a modification of
Algorithm 1. This modified algorithmfirst computes a thin-QR factorization of풁 before applying Algorithm 1. See [13, Section
3] for a discussion on this algorithm.
We will also need to use projection matrices in weighted inner products. Let 푨† denote the Moore-Penrose inverse of 푨. The
orthogonal projector onto the range of푨 is denoted as횷푨 = 푨푨
†. If푸 ∈ ℝ푛×푘 has 푺-orthonormal columns, i.e.,푸⊤푺푸 = 푰푘,
then 횷푸 = 푸푸
† = 푸푸⊤푺.
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3 ALGORITHMS
In Section 3.1 we propose the basic version of the randomized algorithm for GSVD. Next, in Section 3.2, we propose a ran-
domized algorithm for GSVD based on subspace iteration, with special attention to handling the weighted inner products. A
discussion on the computational cost of these algorithms is presented in Section 3.3 and we end this section with alternative
ways of computing the GSVD by formulating it as a generalized hermitian eigenvalue problem (GHEP) Section 3.4.
3.1 Outline of the Basic algorithm
We first give an informal description of the basic version of the algorithm that helps highlight the overall structure. We call this
algorithm basic, since it will be a special case of the more general algorithm in Section 3.2. The basic algorithm is comprised
of two stages:
Stage 1: determine a subspace to approximate the range of 푨 by randomized sampling,
Stage 2: compute a low rank approximation of푨 by projecting on to the subspace determined in Stage 1 and convert into GSVD
format.
An optional postprocessing step truncates the decomposition to the desired target rank 푘.
To execute Stage 1, we draw a random matrix 훀 ∈ ℝ푛×(푘+푝), where 푘 is the target rank, 푝 ≥ 0 is an oversampling parameter
that can be used to control the accuracy of the low-rank approximation, and 퓁 ≡ 푘 + 푝 ≤ min{푚, 푛}. The specific choice of the
distribution of훀 will not be discussed at this point; see the end of Section 3.3. The next step is to compute 풀 = 푨훀 and a basis
for its range. Specifically, we use the weighted CholQR described in Algorithm 1 with 푾 = 푺. We then have 풀 = 푸푹 and
푸⊤푺푸 = 푰
퓁
.
In Stage 2, we can obtain a low-rank approximation of the form
푨 ≈ 푸푸⊤푺푨 = 횷푸푨,
where 횷푸 ≡ 푸푸
⊤푺 is an 푺-orthogonal projector. That is, to obtain a low-rank approximation, we project 푨 onto the range of
푸. A few additional steps are then used to convert this low-rank approximation into the GSVD format
푨 ≈ 횷푸푨 = 푼̂ 횺̂푽̂
⊤
푻 .
We now present a method for improved accuracy by using randomized subspace iteration in Stage 1. We can view the basic
algorithm, outlined above, as a special case of Algorithm 3 with 푞 = 0 steps of the subspace iteration.
3.2 Improved accuracy via subspace iteration
Input:Matrices 푨 ∈ ℝ푚×푛, 푺 ∈ ℝ푚×푚 and 푻 ∈ ℝ푛×푛. Random Matrix 훀 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 such that 퓁 ≤ min{푚, 푛}
Output:Matrices 푸 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 such that 푸⊤푺푸 = 퐼
퓁
.
/* Call as: [푸] = RandSubspace(푨,푺,푻 ,훀, 푞). */
1 Compute 풀 = 푨훀.
2 Compute [푸,푹] = CholQR(풀 ,푺).
3 for 푗 = 1,… , 푞 do
4 Update sketch 풀 = 푨⊤푺푸.
5 Compute [푸,푹] = CholQR(풀 ,푻 −1).
6 Update sketch 풀 = 푨푻 −1푸.
7 Compute [푸,푹] = CholQR(풀 ,푺).
8 end
Algorithm 2: Randomized subspace iteration with weighted inner products.
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Stage 1 of the basic algorithm may be executed with Lines 1-2 in Algorithm 3. Subspace iteration augments them with Lines
3-8 (in Algorithm 3) to attain a better projector via the “sketch”
풀 = (푨푻 −1푨⊤푺)푞푨훀,
where 푞 ≥ 0 is the number of subspace iterations. The rationale behind this sketch is clear if we plug in the generalized SVD
푨 = 푼횺푽 ⊤푻 to obtain
풀 = 푼 (횺횺⊤)푞횺푽 ⊤푻훀. (5)
Analytical error bounds and numerical evidence shows that employing subspace iterations improves upon the accuracy of the
basic algorithm in Section 3.1. A naive implementation of the subspace iteration as in Eq. (5), can have poor behavior in the
presence of round-off error. This can be addressed by alternating QR factorizations with products involving 푨 and 푨⊤. We
present a version of the subspace iterations in Algorithm 2 that accounts for weighted inner products. The randomized subspace
iteration produces a matrix 푸 ∈ ℝ푚×퓁 with 푺-orthonormal columns, which approximates 헋햺헇헀햾 (푨) and 푨 ≈ 푸푸⊤푺푨. This
low-rank approximation can be converted into an approximate (푺,푻 )-GSVD format by employing Stage 2 of Algorithm 3.
Input:Matrix 푨 ∈ ℝ푚×푛. Target rank 푘 ≤ 헋햺헇헄 (푨), oversampling parameter 푝 ≥ 0, such that 퓁 = 푘 + 푝 ≤ min{푚, 푛}.
Output:Matrices 푼̂ , 횺̂, 푽̂ such that 푨 ≈ 푼̂ 횺̂푽̂
⊤
푻 .
// Stage 1: Range finder.
1 Draw random matrix 훀 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 .
2 Apply subspace iteration [푸] = RandSubspace(푨,푺,푻 ,훀, 푞).
// Stage 2: Computing a low-rank factorization.
3 Compute 푩 = 푨⊤푺푸.
4 Compute the QR factorization [푸푩 ,푹푩] = CholQR(푻
−1푩⊤,푻 ).
5 Compute the SVD of 푹⊤
퐵
= 푼푩횺̂푽
⊤
푩
.
6 Compute 푼̂ = 푸푼푩 and 푽̂ = 푸푩푽 푩 .
7 Truncation step (optional): 푼̂ = 푼̂ (∶, 1 ∶ 푘), 횺̂ = 횺̂(1 ∶ 푘, 1 ∶ 푘) and 푽̂ = 푽̂ (∶, 1 ∶ 푘).
Algorithm 3: Randomized generalized SVD.
We will see from the analysis in Section 4, that the basic version of the randomized algorithm is accurate when 푻 is well
conditioned and the generalized singular values 휎푗 with index 푗 > 푘 are sufficiently small. The number of subspace iterations 푞
involve a trade-off between computational costs and accuracy, and depend on the decay of the generalized singular values the
condition number of 푻 .
3.3 Computational cost and alternative formulations
We now summarize the computational cost of the randomized GSVD using the subspace iteration. Let 푞 denote the number of
subspace iterations, and 퓁 be the number of columns of 훀. The cost in Stage 1 is dominated by the steps in Algorithm 2. From
Eq. (5), it is clear that we perform (푞 + 1)퓁 products with 푨, and 푞퓁 matvecs with 푨⊤. Additionally, we have to perform 푞퓁
matvecs with 푺 and 푞퓁 matvecs with 푻 −1 (or solves with 푻 ). The weighted QR involving 푺 requires (푘2푚) flops and those
involving 푻 require (푘2푛) flops. We now discuss the cost in Stage 2. Step 4 requires 퓁 matvecs with 푨⊤ and 푺 respectively;
Step 5 requires 퓁 matvecs with 푻 −1 and 푻 and an additional cost of (푛푘2) flops. Steps 6 and 7 require (푘2(푚 + 푛)) flops. A
summary of this discussion is available in Table 1.
Should one use 푨 or 푨⊤?
One can, in principle, apply Algorithm 3 (appropriately modified using subspace iteration) to 푨⊤ yielding the approximate
(푻 −1,푺−1) GSVD
푨⊤ ≈ 푿̂횺̂풀̂
⊤
푺−1,
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Stage 푨풙 푨⊤풙 푺풙 푻풙 푻 −1풙 Other flops
Range find. (푞 + 1)퓁 푞퓁 푞퓁 − 푞퓁 (푞푘2(푚 + 푛))
Low-rank fact. − 퓁 퓁 퓁 퓁 (푘3 + 푘2(푚 + 푛))
TABLE 1 The computational cost of the randomized GSVD algorithm with subspace iteration. Here, 푚 and 푛 refers to the size
of푨, 푘 is the target rank, 퓁 = 푘+푝, where 푝 ≥ 0 is the oversampling parameter, and 푞 ≥ 0 is the number of subspace iterations.
where 푿̂ has 푻 −1-orthonormal columns and 풀̂ has 푺−1-orthonormal columns. The singular values contained in 횺̂ approximate
the singular values in 푻 −1∕2푨⊤푺1∕2, as desired. To obtain the (푺,푻 )-GSVD of 푨, we first observe
푨 ≈ 푺−1풀̂ 횺̂푿̂
⊤
.
Then, we make the transformation 푼̂ = 푺−1풀̂ (which has 푺-orthonormal columns) and 푽̂ = 푻 −1푿̂ (which has 푻 -orthonormal
columns), giving the approximate (푺,푻 ) GSVD 푨 ≈ 푼̂ 횺̂푽̂
⊤
푻 . However, it is immediately clear that we have to perform solves
with 푺 (alternatively, matvecs with 푺−1). If solves with 푺 is cheaper than solves with 푻 (which is required by Algorithm 3),
then it maybe preferable to use this alternative formulation. Another reason to prefer this alternative formulation is if 푺 has a
lower condition number than 푻 ; that is, 휅2(푺) < 휅2(푻 ). The reason is that the error analysis in Theorem 3, shows an explicit
dependence on the condition number 휅2(푻 ); the alternative formulation would involve 휅2(푺) and therefore may have higher
accuracy.
Choice of 훀
In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we left the choice of the random matrix훀 unspecified. We briefly comment on the possible choices. A
popular choice, we adopt in this paper, is to take훀 to be a standard Gaussian randommatrix. That is, with entries are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d) Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variance 1. This choice of 훀 ensures that the
amount of oversampling needed in practice can be quite modest. For example, following the arguments in [6, Equation (5.9)],
we can take 푝 = 20. Other choices are possible, such as subsampled randomized Hadamard/Fourier transform (SRHT/SRFT),
Rademacher random matrices, sparse Rademacher random matrices, etc. A discussion of these choice has been provided in [7,
Section 4.6] and [20, Section 3.9]. In Section 4.3, we propose a different approach for constructing the random matrix 훀, that
makes use of a preconditioner for 푻 .
3.4 Computing GSVD using GHEP
There are three alternatives approaches to compute the GSVD by casting it as a GHEP. In the first approach, we consider the
GHEP 푨⊤푺푨풙 = 휆푻 풙. The second approach considers a similar GHEP, 푨푻 −1푨풙 = 휆푺−1풙. In both approaches, the left and
right generalized singular vectors can be extracted from the generalized eigenvectors but require additional matvecs with 푨 or
푨⊤. The third approach considers the Jordan-Wielandt-type augmented matrix[
푨
푨⊤
] [
풙
풚
]
= 휆
[
푺−1
푻
] [
풙
풚
]
. (6)
In our previous work [18], we proposed randomized algorithms for GHEP. In principle, we can compute an (푺,푻 )-GSVD
using any of the three formulations described above. However, there are several reasons to use the proposed algorithms in this
paper:
• Algorithm 3 is mathematically simpler because it approximates the GSVD directly rather than reformulating it as a GHEP
and post-processing the generalized eigenvalues/vectors.
• The first two formulations, which involve working with 푨⊤푺푨 and 푨푻 −1푨⊤, can lead to a loss in accuracy, especially
when estimating the smallest singular values; see discussion in [2, Section 2.1.4] and [12, Section 3.2] for more details.
• The cost of the randomized GHEP using the first two formulations is, roughly speaking, twice as expensive as Algorithm 3
with 푞 = 0 since it would require 2퓁 matvecs with 푨 and 푨⊤; however, the cost is (nearly) comparable to Algorithm 3
with 푞 = 1. The results presented in Section 5 show that the proposed algorithm is more accurate than the GHEP approach
for a comparable computational budget.
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• The generalized eigenvalues in the third approach come in pairs of positive and negative eigenvalues of equal magni-
tude. To compute the 푘 largest positive eigenvalues (needed to estimated the GSVD) with a randomized solver requires
computing 2푘 eigenvalues. Additionally, while the generalized eigenvectors are orthogonal up to numerical precision, the
components (풙 and 풚 in (6)) which determine the left and right generalized singular vectors may not be orthogonal in
practice, particularly those corresponding to smaller singular values.
4 ANALYSIS
We present error bounds that give insight into the accuracy of the randomized algorithms for computing the GSVD developed
in the previous section. The strategy for the analysis is split into two different stages: deterministic or “structural” in which,
we make minimal assumptions regarding the distribution of the random matrix 훀 (Section 4.1), and probabilistic, in which we
specialize the results to specific distributions of 훀 (Section 4.2). In Section 4.4, we also provide analysis of the randomized
algorithm for the GHEP.
4.1 Deterministic analysis
We assume that the target rank 1 ≤ 푘 ≤ 헋햺헇헄(푨) and define the singular value ratio
훾푘 ≡
휎푘+1
휎푘
.
The gap between the singular values 휎푘 and 휎푘+1 is the inverse of the singular value ratio 훾푘. In applications of interest, there
may be a large singular value gap which may be exploited to accelerate the convergence of the subspace iteration. Let us turn
our attention to the matrix 훀 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 and define
훀̂1 ≡ 푽
⊤
푘
푻훀 훀̂2 ≡ 푽
⊤
⟂
푻훀 (7)
The following is the only assumption we make on the random matrix 훀
헋햺헇헄 (훀̂1) = 푘. (8)
This assumption ensures that 훀̂1 ∈ ℝ
푘×퓁 has full row-rank and therefore has a right multiplicative inverse, i.e., 훀̂1훀̂
†
1
= 푰푘.
We present two different types of bounds for the analysis of the randomized subspace iteration. The first bound is
gap-dependent and shows explicit dependence on 훾푘, the ratio of the singular values 휎푘 and 휎푘+1, whereas the second bound
called gap-independent does not depend on 훾푘. We also recall some basic properties that will be needed in our analysis. Let
푪 ,푫 ∈ ℝ푛×푛 be symmetric. The notation 푪 ⪯ 푫 means 푫 − 푪 is positive semidefinite. Let푴 ,푵 be two matrices with the
same number of rows and let 헋햺헇헀햾 (푵) ⊂ 헋햺헇헀햾 (푴); then by [7, Proposition 8.4] 횷푵 ⪯ 횷푴 . Furthermore,‖횷푵푨‖2 ≤ ‖횷푴푨‖2 ‖(푰 −횷푴 )푨‖2 ≤ ‖(푰 −횷푵 )푨‖2 (9)
Theorem1 (Gap-dependent). Let훀 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 be a standardGaussian matrix, such that (8) holds and let 푝 ≥ 0 and퓁 ≤ min{푚, 푛}.
The outputs of Algorithm 2 satisfy the following error bound‖‖‖푨 −푸푸⊤푺푨‖‖‖2푻→푺 ≤ ‖횺⟂‖22 + 훾4푞푘 ‖횺⟂훀̂2훀̂†1‖22.
Proof. There are three main steps in this proof, which heavily relies on the proof technique of [7, Theorem 9.1]. However, we
need to pay close attention to the weighted inner products.
Step 1. Converting to standard norms
Using the property of the ‖⋅‖푻→푺 norms‖‖‖(푰 −푸푸⊤푺)푨‖‖‖푻→푺 = ‖푺1∕2(푰 −푸푸⊤푺)푨푻 −1∕2‖2.
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Plugging in the generalized SVD of 푨, we have
푺1∕2(푰 −푸푸⊤푺)푨푻 −1∕2 = 푺1∕2(푰 −푸푸⊤푺)푼횺푽 ⊤푻 푻 −1∕2
= 푺1∕2(푼 −푸푸⊤푺푼 )횺푽 ⊤푻 1∕2
= 푺1∕2푼 (푰 − 푼⊤푺푸푸⊤푺푼 )횺푽 ⊤푻 1∕2 (since 푼푼⊤푺 = 푰)
= 푺1∕2푼 (푰 −횷푼⊤푺푸)횺푽
⊤푻 1∕2.
In the last step, we have used the fact that 푼⊤푺푸 has orthonormal columns. Combining the intermediate steps we have‖‖‖(푰 −푸푸⊤푺)푨‖‖‖푻→푺 = ‖푺1∕2(푰 −푸푸⊤푺)푨푻 −1∕2‖2
=‖푺1∕2푼 (푰 −횷푼⊤푺푸)횺푽 ⊤푻 1∕2‖2 = ‖(푰 −횷푼⊤푺푸)횺‖2,
In the last step, we have used the fact that 푺1∕2푼 and 푻 1∕2푽 are orthogonal matrices, and that the spectral norm is unitarily
invariant.
Step 2. Reducing dimension from 퓁 to 푘
From the generalized SVD of 푨
푼⊤푺풀 = 푼⊤푺푼 (횺횺⊤)푞횺푽 ⊤푻훀 =
[
횺
2푞+1
푘
훀̂1
(횺⟂횺
⊤
⟂
)푞횺⟂훀̂2
]
.
By assumption, 훀̂1 has a right multiplicative inverse and define
풁 ≡ 푼⊤푺풀 훀̂
†
1
횺
−(2푞+1)
푘
=
[
푰
푭
]
, where 푭 ≡ (횺⟂횺
⊤
⟂
)푞횺⟂훀̂2훀̂
†
1
횺
−(2푞+1)
푘
.
From the above equation, we have 헋햺헇헀햾 (풁) ⊂ 헋햺헇헀햾 (푼⊤푺풀 ) ⊂ 헋햺헇헀햾 (푼⊤푺푸). Therefore,
횷풁 ⪯ 횷푼⊤푺푸 푰 −횷푼⊤푺푸 ⪯ 푰 −횷풁 .
This step has reduced the dimensionality from an 퓁 = 푘 + 푝 dimensional space to a 푘 dimensional space, since the number of
columns of 풁 is 푘.
Step 3. Extracting diagonal subblocks
Using Eq. (9) and properties of the ‖ ⋅ ‖2 norm, we can write‖‖‖푨 −푸푸⊤푺푨‖‖‖2푻→푺 = ‖(푰 −횷푼⊤푺푸)횺‖22 ≤ ‖횺⊤(푰 −횷풁 )횺‖2.
Next, using the definition of the spectral projector
횷풁 =
[
푰
푭
]
(푭 ⊤푭 + 푰)−1
[
푰 푭 ⊤
]
,
and
횺
⊤(푰 −횷풁 )횺 =
[
횺
⊤
푘
푭 1횺푘 ∗
∗ 횺⊤
⟂
푭 2횺⟂
]
where 푭 1 = (푰 − (푰 + 푭
⊤푭 )−1), 푭 2 = (푰 − 푭 (푰 + 푭
⊤푭 )−1)푭 ⊤) and ∗ denote blocks that do not affect the calculations.
Applying [7, Proposition 3], we obtain‖횺⊤(푰 −횷풁)횺‖2 ≤ ‖횺⊤푘푭 1횺푘‖2 + ‖횺⊤⟂푭 2횺⟂‖2.
Following the proof of [7], 푭 1 ⪯ 푭
⊤푭 and 푭 2 ⪯ 푰 , so that‖횺⊤(푰 −횷풁 )횺‖2 ≤ ‖횺⊤푘푭 ⊤푭횺푘‖2 + ‖횺⊤⟂횺⟂‖2 = ‖푭횺푘‖22 + ‖횺⟂‖22. (10)
With repeated use of the submultiplicativity inequality, we obtain ‖푭횺푘‖2 ≤ 훾2푞푘 ‖횺⟂훀̂2훀̂†1‖2. Therefore,‖(푰 −횷푼⊤푺푸)횺‖22 ≤ ‖횺⟂‖22 + 훾4푞푘 ‖횺⟂훀̂2훀̂†1‖22.
Combined with the result of step 1, we have the desired result.
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The following bound quantifies the accuracy of the low-rank approximation and shows but does not explicitly dependend on
the singular value ratio 훾푘.
Theorem 2 (Gap-independent bound). Assume the same setup as of Theorem 1 and let 푞 ≥ 0 be the number of subspace
iterations. If 푸 is the output of Algorithm 2, then‖‖‖푨 −푸푸⊤푺푨‖‖‖푻→푺 ≤ (1 + ‖훀̂2훀̂†1‖22)1∕(4푞+2) 휎푘+1.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, if 푨̂ = 푺1∕2푨푻 −1∕2‖‖‖푨 −푸푸⊤푺푨‖‖‖푻→푺 = ‖(푰 −횷푺1∕2푸)푨̂‖2.
We recall [7, Proposition 8.6] which says if 횷 is an orthogonal projector, then for 푞 ≥ 0‖횷푴‖2 ≤ ‖횷(푴푴⊤)푞푴‖1∕(2푞+1)2 .
Applying the above result with 횷 = 푰 −횷푺1∕2푸 and푴 = 푨̂, we have‖(푰 −횷푺1∕2푸)푨̂‖2 ≤ ‖(푰 −횷푺1∕2푸)(푨̂푨̂⊤)푞푨̂‖1∕(2푞+1)2
= ‖(푰 −횷푺1∕2푸)푺1∕2푩푻 −1∕2‖1∕(2푞+1)2
= ‖푺1∕2(푰 −푸푸⊤푺)푩푻 −1∕2‖1∕(2푞+1)
2
= ‖‖(푰 −횷푸)푩‖‖1∕(2푞+1)푻→푺 ,
where 푩 = (푨푻 −1푨⊤푺)푞푨. Using the GSVD of 푨, we can see that 푩 has the GSVD
푩 = 푼 (횺횺⊤)푞횺푽 ⊤푻 .
Following the steps of the proof of Theorem 1, we can see that‖‖(푰 −횷푸)푩‖‖푻→푺 ≤ (1 + ‖훀̂2훀̂†1‖22)1∕2 ‖(횺⟂횺⊤⟂)푞횺⟂‖2,
where, as before, 훀̂2 = 푽
⊤
⟂
푻훀 and 훀̂1 = 푽
⊤
푘
푻훀. Since ‖(횺⟂횺⊤⟂)푞횺⟂‖2 = 휎2푞+1푘+1 , we therefore have the inequalities‖‖‖푨 −푸푸⊤푺푨‖‖‖푻→푺 ≤ ‖‖(푰 −횷푸)푩‖‖1∕(2푞+1)푻→푺 ≤ (1 + ‖훀̂2훀̂†1‖22)1∕(4푞+2) 휎푘+1.
4.2 Probabilistic analysis
Thus far, we have not discussed specific choices for the distribution of the randommatrix훀 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 . In this subsection, we take
훀 to a standard Gaussian random matrix and derive probabilistic results on the accuracy of the low-rank decompositions. We
recall some useful facts about the extreme singular values of standard Gaussian random matrices.
Lemma 1. Facts about Gaussian random matrices:
1. Let 푮1 ∈ ℝ
푚×푛 be a standard Gaussian random matrix. Then
ℙ
{‖푮1‖2 ≥√푚 +√푛 + 푡} ≤ 푒−푡2∕2.
2. Let 푮2 ∈ ℝ
퓁×푘 be a standard Gaussian random matrix with 퓁 − 푘 ≥ 2. Then
ℙ
{‖푮†
2
‖2 > 푡} ≤√ 12휋(푝 + 1)
(
푒
√
퓁
푝 + 1
)푝+1
푡−(푝+1).
Proof. Consider the function 푓 (푮) = ‖푮‖2 which has the Lipschitz constant 1, since by the reverse triangle inequality |푓 (푿)−
푓 (풀 )| ≤ ‖푿 − 풀 ‖2 ≤ ‖푿 − 풀 ‖퐹 . By [23, Theorem 5.32], 피 푓 (푮1) ≤ √푚 +√푛. Therefore, the result of part 1 follows from
[7, Proposition 10.3]. The proof of part 2 is an application of [7, Proposition A.3].
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Theorems 1 and 2 both identify the term ‖훀̂2훀̂†1‖2 appearing in the error bounds. Lemma 2 (see below) provides a probabilistic
bound for this termwhen thematrix훀 is a standard Gaussian randommatrix. Here, we provide an interpretation for this term. To
simplify matters take 푻 = 푰 . Then, by [26, Table 1] ‖훀̂2훀̂†1‖2 is the tangent of the largest canonical angle between the subspaces
spanned by the columns of (a) the random matrix 훀, and (b) the right singular vectors 푽 푘. Therefore, this term informally
represents the degree of alignment between these two subspaces—in the ideal case, both the subspaces are aligned, so that this
term is zero, whereas in the worst case, the two subspaces are orthogonal to each other. When 푻 ≠ 푰 , this interpretation has to
be modified slightly; the canonical angles are now with respect to the ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩푻 inner products rather than the standard Euclidean
inner product [11, Theorem 4.2].
Before we state and prove Lemma 2, define the matrices
횪1 ≡ 푽
⊤
푘
푻 2푽 푘 ∈ ℝ
푘×푘
횪2 ≡ 푽
⊤
⟂
푻 2푽 ⟂ ∈ ℝ
(푛−푘)×(푛−푘). (11)
and the constant
퐶푔 ≡
푒
√
퓁
푝
(
2∕훿√
2휋(푝 + 1)
)1∕(푝+1)(√
푛 − 푘 +
√
퓁 +
√
2 log
2
훿
)
. (12)
Observe that 횪1 and 횪2 are positive definite.
Lemma 2. Consider the notation and assumptions of Theorem 1. Let the oversampling parameter satisfy 푝 ≥ 2 and 퓁 = 푘+푝 ≤
min{푚, 푛}. Then with probability at least 1 − 훿
‖훀̂2훀̂†1‖22 ≤ ‖횪2‖2‖횪−11 ‖2 퐶2푔 ≤ 휅2(푻 )퐶2푔 .
Proof. Using the submultiplicativity of the spectral norm ‖훀̂2훀̂†1‖2 ≤ ‖훀̂2‖2‖훀̂†1‖2. We deal with each term separately.
Step 1. Bound for 훀̂2 First, consider 훀̂2 = 푽
⊤
⟂
푻훀. Denote the columns of 훀 =
[
흎1 … 흎퓁
]
. Verify that the 푗-th column of
훀̂2 is Gaussian with zero mean and covariance 횪2 ≡ 푽
⊤
⟂
푻 2푽 ⟂, since
피 [(푽 ⊤
⟂
푻흎푗)((푽
⊤
⟂
푻흎푗)
⊤] = 푽 ⊤
⟂
푻피 [흎푗흎
⊤
푗
]푻 푽 ⟂ = 횪2.
It follows that 횪−1∕2
2
훀̂2 ∈ ℝ
(푛−푘)×퓁 is a standard Gaussian random matrix. Applying the first part of Lemma 1 to 횪−1∕2
2
훀̂2, with
푡 =
√
2 log
2
훿
we get that
‖훀̂2‖2 ≤ ‖횪1∕22 ‖2‖횪−1∕22 훀̂2‖2 ≤√‖횪2‖2
(√
푛 − 푘 +
√
퓁 +
√
2 log
2
훿
)
,
holds with probability of failure at most 훿∕2. Note that ‖횪1∕2
2
‖2 =√‖횪2‖2 because Γ2 is symmetric positive definite.
Step 2. Bound for 훀̂1 Now, consider 훀̂1 ∈ ℝ
푘×퓁 whose columns are independent Gaussian vectors with zero mean and
covariance 횪1 ≡ 푽
⊤
푘
푻 2푽 푘. So, as before, 횪
−1∕2
1
훀̂1 is a standard Gaussian random matrix. By Lemma 1,
ℙ
{‖(횪−1∕2
1
훀̂1)
†‖2 > 푡} ≤√ 12휋(푝 + 1)
(
푒
√
퓁
푝 + 1
)푝+1
푡−(푝+1).
Set the right hand side to 훿∕2 and solve for 푡 to obtain
ℙ
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩‖(횪
−1∕2
1
훀̂1)
†‖2 > ( 2∕훿√
2휋(푝 + 1)
)1∕(푝+1)
푒
√
퓁
푝 + 1
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ ≤
훿
2
. (13)
We now simplify ‖(횪−1∕2
1
훀̂1)
†‖2. By [2, Theorem 2.2.3] if 푪 ∈ ℝ푚×푟 and푫 ∈ ℝ푟×푛 and 헋햺헇헄 (푪) = 헋햺헇헄 (푫) = 푟, then
(푪푫)† = 푫†푪†
Pick 푪 = 횪−1∕2
1
and푫 = 훀̂1. The above result applies since 헋햺헇헄 (횪
−1∕2
1
) = 헋햺헇헄 (훀̂1) = 푘. Therefore,
(횪
−1∕2
1
훀̂1)
† = 훀̂
†
1
횪
1∕2
1
,
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and ‖훀̂†
1
‖2 ≤ ‖(횪−1∕21 훀̂1)†‖2‖횪−1∕21 ‖2. Therefore, combining this result with Eq. (13), we get with probability of failure at most
훿∕2
‖훀̂†
1
‖2 ≤√‖횪−11 ‖2
(
2∕훿√
2휋(푝 + 1)
)1∕(푝+1)
푒
√
퓁
푝 + 1
.
Step 3. First bound Combining the results of steps 1 and 2 and using a union bound, we have
ℙ
{‖훀̂2‖2‖훀̂†1‖2 >√‖횪2‖2‖횪−11 ‖2퐶푔} ≤ 훿∕2 + 훿∕2 = 훿,
where 퐶푔 is defined in Eq. (12).
Step 4. Second bound Partition 푽 ⊤푻 2푽 as
푽 ⊤푻 2푽 =
[
푽 ⊤
푘
푻 2푽 푘 ∗
∗ 푽 ⊤
⟂
푻 2푽 ⟂
]
,
where ∗ denote terms that are unimportant in the calculation. Define 푽̂ ≡ 푻 1∕2푽 and notice that 푽̂ is orthogonal. This implies
푽 ⊤푻 2푽 = 푽̂
⊤
푻 푽̂ and that, by similarity, 푽 ⊤푻 2푽 and 푻 have the same eigenvalues. Let푴 ∈ ℝ푛×푛 and let 휆푘(⋅) denote the
eigenvalues of a matrix arranged in descending order for 푘 = 1,… , 푛. By Cauchy interlacing theorem [2, Theorem 3.2.9],
휆푘(푻 ) = 휆푘(푽
⊤푻 2푽 ) ≥ 휆푘(푽
⊤
푘
푻 2푽 푘) ≥ 휆푛(푽
⊤푻 2푽 ) = 휆푛(푻 ).
Therefore, 휆−1
푘
(푻 ) ≤ 휆−1
푘
(푽 ⊤
푘
푻 2푽 푘) ≤ 휆
−1
푛
(푻 ). Similarly, using Cauchy interlacing theorem
휆1(푻 ) = 휆1(푽
⊤푻 2푽 ) ≥ 휆1(푽
⊤
⟂
푻 2푽 ⟂) ≥ 휆푘+1(푽
⊤푻 2푽 ) = 휆푘+1(푻 ).
Since 횪1 and 횪2 are positive definite, their singular values are their respective eigenvalues; therefore,
휆푘+1(푻 )
휆푘(푻 )
≤ ‖횪2‖2‖횪−11 ‖2 = 휆1(푽 ⊤⟂푻 2푽 ⟂)
휆푘(푽
⊤
푘
푻 2푽 푘)
≤
휆1(푻 )
휆푛(푻 )
= 휅2(푻 ).
Combine with the result of step 3, we obtain the second bound
The proof identifies that the condition number 휅2(푻 ) plays a role in the error analysis, which suggests that a large condition
number can result in a large error. However, this may be pessimistic for the following reason. The proof also gives a lower bound
휆푘+1(푻 )∕휆푘(푻 )which can be attained by a specific instance of 푽 . This lower bound shows that an ill-conditioned matrix 푻 does
not necessarily amplify the error in the low-rank approximation.
We can prove the following probabilistic bound for the error in the low-rank approximation.
Theorem 3. Let 훀 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 be a standard Gaussian random matrix where 푘 ≤ 헋햺헇헄 (푨) is the target rank. Let the oversampling
parameter 푝 satisfy 푝 ≥ 2, 퓁 = 푘 + 푝 ≤ min{푚, 푛}, and the failure rate 0 < 훿 < 1. Let 푸 be computed using Algorithm 2 with
푞 ≥ 0 subspace iterations. With probability at least 1 − 훿‖‖‖푨 −푸푸⊤푺푨‖‖‖푻→푺 ≤ (1 + 훾4푞+2푘 휅2(푻 )퐶2푔)1∕2 휎푘+1,
and ‖‖‖푨 −푸푸⊤푺푨‖‖‖푻→푺 ≤ (1 + 휅2(푻 )퐶2푔)1∕(4푞+2) 휎푘+1,
where the constant 퐶푔 is defined in (12).
Proof. Plug the results of Lemma 2 into the statement of Theorems 1 and 2 give the desired results.
Wemake several remarks. First, if the matrix푨 has rank−푘, then with high probability we recover the exact rank-푘 generalized
SVD since 휎푘+1 = 0. Second, the bounds depend on the condition number of the weighting matrix 휅2(푻 ). Third, the value of
the constant 퐶푔 is likely to be not optimal and it may be possible to improve upon. It is easily seen that as 푞 → ∞, the factor(
1 + 휅2(푻 )퐶
2
푔
)1∕(4푞+2)
approaches 1 and ‖‖‖푨 −푸푸⊤푺푨‖‖‖푻→푺 ≈ 휎푘+1.
Similarly, if 훾푘 < 1, then 훾
4푞
푘
approaches 0, so that once again the above approximation holds.
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4.3 Using a preconditioner for improved accuracy
From the error analysis in Theorems 1 and 2, we see that the error bounds have the factor of 휅2(푻 ), which can be large if 푻
is ill-conditioned. Motivated by this observation, we propose a new choice of the distribution of 훀 to mitigate the issue due to
ill-conditioning.
Assume that we have an approximate factorization of the form 푻 −1 ≈ 푳푳⊤, so that we call 푳 the preconditioner of 푻 . We
have two requirements of the preconditioner: (1) the condition number 휅2(푳
⊤푻푳) should be small compared to the condition
number 휅2(푻 ), and (2) the operation푳
−1풙 should be cheap to perform. For example, such a factorization maybe available using
the Incomplete Cholesky factorization or the Sparse Approximate Inverse preconditioner (SPAI) approach [15].
If such a preconditioner is available, we show how to improve the accuracy of the randomized algorithm for GSVD. The
main idea is to sample from a different distribution to construct the matrix 훀. Let {흎푗}
퓁
푗=1
be independent samples drawn from
 (ퟎ,푳푳⊤) and let
훀 =
[
흎1 … 흎퓁
]
∈ ℝ푛×퓁 .
Note that we can write 훀 = 푳푮, where 푮 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 is a standard Gaussian random matrix. To see this, let 품푗 be the j-th column
of 푮. Then, 피[흎푗] = ퟎ and
피 [흎푗흎
⊤
푗
] = 푳피 [품푗품
⊤
푗
]푳⊤ = 푳푳⊤.
We invoke Algorithm 3 with the matrix 훀 constructed as before, which we call the preconditioned Gaussian random matrix.
The only addition to the computational cost in Algorithm 3 is 퓁 additional solves involving푳. The following result captures the
error in the low-rank approximation.
Theorem 4 (Preconditioned Gaussian random matrix). Let 훀 = 푳푮 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 , where 푮 is a standard Gaussian random matrix.
Consider the same assumptions and notation as of Theorem 3. With probability at least 1 − 훿‖‖‖푨 −푸푸⊤푺푨‖‖‖푻→푺 ≤ (1 + 훾4푞+2푘 휅2(푳⊤푻푳)퐶2푔)1∕2 휎푘+1,
and ‖‖‖푨 −푸푸⊤푺푨‖‖‖푻→푺 ≤ (1 + 휅2(푳⊤푻푳)퐶2푔)1∕(4푞+2) 휎푘+1,
where the constant 퐶푔 is defined in Eq. (12).
Proof. From Theorems 1 and 2, it is clear that we have to focus on ‖훀̂2훀̂†1‖2 which appears in the statement of both theorems.
Now define 횼 ≡ 푻푳푳⊤푻 and in analogy with (11) define
횪2 ≡ 푽
⊤
⟂
횼푽 ⟂ 횪1 ≡ 푽
⊤
푘
횼푽 푘.
Verify that 횪−1∕2
2
훀̂2 ∈ ℝ
(푛−푘)×퓁 and 횪−1∕2
1
훀̂1 ∈ ℝ
푘×퓁 are both standard Gaussian random matrices. Therefore, combining steps
1 to 3 of the proof of Lemma 2, with probability at least 1 − 훿
‖훀̂2훀̂†1‖2 ≤ ‖횪2‖2‖횪−11 ‖퐶2푔 .
Note that 푽 ⊤횼푽 = 푽 ⊤푻 1∕2푻 1∕2(푳푳⊤)푻 1∕2푻 1∕2푽 . Since 푻 1∕2푽 is orthogonal, 푽 ⊤횼푽 and 푻 1∕2(푳푳⊤)푻 1∕2 have the same
eigenvalues. By Cauchy interlacing theorem, we have
‖횪2‖2‖횪−11 ‖2 = 휆1(푽 ⊤⟂횼푽 ⟂)
휆푘(푽
⊤
푘
횼푽 푘)
≤
휆1(푻
1∕2(푳푳⊤)푻 1∕2)
휆푛(푻
1∕2(푳푳⊤)푻 1∕2)
.
If 푪 ,푫 ∈ ℝ푛×푛 then 푪푫 and 푫푪 have the same eigenvalues; see [10, Theorem 1.3.22]; so, 푻 1∕2(푳푳⊤)푻 1∕2 has the same
eigenvalues as 푳⊤푻푳. Therefore, with probability at least 1 − 훿
‖훀̂2훀̂†1‖22 ≤ ‖횪2‖2‖횪−11 ‖2퐶2푔 ≤ 휅2(푳⊤푻푳)퐶2푔 .
Plug this bound into the results of Theorems 1 and 2 to obtain the desired result.
If the preconditioned operator 푳⊤푻푳 has a lower condition number than 푻 , then the bound in Theorem 4 suggests that the
error should be lower (this is confirmed by numerical experiments). Of course, from an accuracy perspective, in the ideal case
푳 = 푻 −1∕2 so that the preconditioned operator has a condition number of 1.
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4.4 Analysis of randomized algorithm for GHEP
Consider the GHEP
푨풙 = 휆푩풙, (14)
where 푨,푩 ∈ ℝ푛×푛 are symmetric, 푨 is positive semidefinite, and 푩 is positive definite. We can extend the analysis developed
in this section to a randomized algorithm for GHEP.
To this end, consider the generalized eigenvalues of Eq. (14) in descending order
휆1 ≥⋯ ≥ 휆푘 ≥ 휆푘+1 ≥⋯ ≥ 휆푛.
Let us define 푪 ≡ 푩−1푨; note that 휆푗’s are also the eigenvalues of 푪 . Furthermore observe that the (푩,푩)-generalized singular
values of 푪 satisfy for 푗 = 1,… , 푛
휎푗(푪) = 푠푗(푩
1∕2푪푩−1∕2) = 푠푗(푩
−1∕2푨푩−1∕2) = 휆푗 .
As before, we draw a Gaussian randommatrix훀 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 and form 풀 = 푪훀. Then, we compute the weighted QR factorization
of 풀 = 푸푹 where푸 has 푩-orthonormal columns. Then, we have the low-rank approximation
푪 ≈ 푸푸⊤푩푪 = 횷푸푪 .
To analyze the error in this low-rank representation, we can apply Theorem 3 with 푞 = 0, 푚 = 푛 and 푺 = 푻 = 푩. As before, let
0 < 훿 < 1 be a user-defined parameter that denotes the probability of failure. With probability at least 1 − 훿,
‖(푰 −푸푸⊤푩)푪‖푩→푩 ≤ (1 + 휅2(푩)퐶2푔)1∕2 휆푘+1, (15)
This bound is easy to interpret, since the absolute error is expressed in terms of the (푘 + 1)-th generalized eigenvalue. This
provides an alternative to [18, Theorem 1]; however, a direct comparison between these two results is difficult since the results
are expressed using the (푩, 푰)−GSVD of 푪 . We would also like to mention that the final result in [18, Theorem 1] is missing a
factor of 2 on the right hand side. If a symmetric low-rank representation is desired, we can use the approximation
푪 ≈ 횷푸푪횷푸 or 푨 ≈ 푸푸
⊤푩푨푸푸⊤푩,
where 횷푸 = 푸푸
⊤푩. Using [18, Equation (7)],‖푪 −횷푸푪횷푸‖푩→푩 ≤ 2‖푪 −횷푸푪‖푩→푩 .
Combined with Eq. (15), we have with probability at least 1 − 훿
‖푪 −횷푸푪횷푸‖푩→푩 ≤ 2(1 + 휅2(푩)퐶2푔)1∕2 휆푘+1.
This analysis is beneficial for the computation of theGSVDwhich has been formulated as an appropriate GHEP as in Section 3.4.
Furthermore, we note that the basic version of the algorithm can be improved by using a variation of the randomized subspace
iteration, Algorithm 2. Additional theoretical results can be derived using the approach in Theorem 1 or Theorem 2.
5 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In Section 5.1, we apply the proposed algorithms on a set of test matrices. The numerical experiments explore various features of
the algorithms such as the number of subspace iterations and condition number of the weighting matrices. Furthermore,we com-
pare the performance of the proposed algorithms against previously proposed algorithms. In Section 5.2, we present a numerical
study of the robustness of randomized algorithms to inexactness arising in HDSA applications. Then, in Section 5.3, we apply
the randomized algorithms to compute hyper-differential sensitivity indices, and demonstrate the accuracy and computational
benefits of the proposed algorithms.
5.1 Experiments with Test Matrices
5.1.1 Description of the test matrices
For the matrix 푨 ∈ ℝ128×128, we have the following choices:
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1. Controlled gap The first test matrix 푨 ∈ ℝ128×128 is constructed using the formula
푨 =
푟∑
푗=1
gap
푗
풙푗풚
⊤
푗
+
128∑
푗=푟+1
1
푗
풙푗풚
⊤
푗
,
where 풙푗 ∈ ℝ
128 and 풚푗 ∈ ℝ
128 are sparse random vectors with non-negative entries generated using the MATLAB
commands sprand(128,1,0.025) and sprand(128,1,0.025) respectively and gap = 10.
2. Low-rank plus noise which takes the form
푨 =
[
푰 푟 ퟎ
ퟎ ퟎ
]
+
√
훾noise푟
2푛2
(푮 +푮⊤),
where 푮 ∈ ℝ푛×푛 is a random Gaussian matrix and we take 훾noise = 10
−2.
3. Low-rank plus decay which takes the form
푨 = 햽헂햺헀(1, 1,… , 1
⏟⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏟
푟
, 2−푑 , 3−푑 … , (푛 − 푟 + 1)−푑),
where 푛 = 128 and 푑 = 1.
4. Decay which takes the form
푨 = 햽헂햺헀(0.91,… , 0.9128).
The test matrices described here, model different scenarios of singular value decay. A more detailed description of these
matrices is described in [16, Section 6.1]. We take the parameter 푟 = 15. The matrices 푺 and 푻 are both generate using
MATLAB’s gallery function. The matrix 푺 is computed using gallery(’minij’,128), whereas 푻 is generated using
gallery(‘randsvd’, n, -10^4, 5) with the condition number 104.
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FIGURE 1 The error in the low-rank approximations obtained using subspace iterations 푞 = 0, 1. ‘Best’ refers to 휎푘+1∕휎1, the
error in the best rank-푘 representation.
For each test matrix, we apply Algorithm 3, and compute a low-rank approximation as a function of the target rank 푘. The
error in the low-rank approximation is plotted in Fig. 1. The oversampling parameter is taken to be 푝 = 10 and the number of
subspace iterations 푞 = 0, 1. If 푨̂ is an approximation of 푨, the relative error is defined as
error ≡
‖‖‖푨 − 푨̂‖‖‖푻→푺‖푨‖푻→푺 .
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For all the test matrices, we see that the error in the low-rank approximation decreases as the target rank 푘 increases. We also
observe that, with increasing subspace iterations, the error in the low-rank approximation decreases and with one subspace
iteration 푞 = 1, the error is comparable to the “best” possible error 휎푘+1∕휎1.
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FIGURE 2 Comparing the accuracy between different methods.
5.1.2 Comparing different methods
We want to compare the performance of Algorithm 3, which we call ‘GSVD(q)’ where 푞 denotes the number of subspace
iteration with two other approaches. The first method computes the GSVD by formulating it as a GHEP 푨⊤푺푨풙 = 휆푻 풙 as
described in Section 3.4; we call this ‘GenEig.’ The second method, first described in [18, Section 3], uses a two-sided approach
as follows. We draw two random matrices 훀 ∈ ℝ푛×퓁 and 횿 ∈ ℝ푚×퓁 and compute 풀
훀
= 푨훀 and 풀
횿
= 푨⊤횿. We compute
the thin QR factorization of 풀
훀
and 풀
횿
to obtain 푸 (which has 푺-orthonormal columns), and 풁 (which has 푻 −1-orthonormal
columns) respectively. This results in the low-rank approximation
푨 ≈ 푸푸⊤푺푨푻 −1풁풁⊤.
To convert into the GSVD format, we compute 푭 = 푸⊤푺푨푻 −1풁 and its thin SVD 푭 = 푼푭 횺̂푽
⊤
푭
. We obtain 푨 ≈ 푼̂ 횺̂푽̂
⊤
푻
by computing 푼̂ = 푸푼푭 and 푽̂ = 푻
−1풁푽 푭 which is denoted as the ‘Two-Sided’ approach. We point out that because of
a mathematical error, [18, Section 3] we do not compute the (푺,푻 )-GSVD of 푨, and the procedure described above is used
instead. Fig. 2 compares the error in all four test matrices described. The matrices푺 and 푻 are defined as before.We observe that
‘GSVD(1)’ is the most accurate. However, ‘GenEig’ are computational comparable but slightly less accurate. The ‘TwoSided’
approach is more expensive and has the worst error.
Fig. 2 compares the accuracy in the low-rank approximations. We now examine the accuracy of the computed singular values
and singular vectors. For our next experiment, we pick the second test matrix ‘Low-rank plus decay’ and fix 푘 = 50 and 푝 = 10.
The conclusions we describe below for this matrix are consistent with other test matrices. The left panel in Fig. 3 shows the
absolute error in singular values computed using the different methods. We observe in each method that the error in the larger
singular values is smaller. As before, we see that ‘TwoSided’ and Algorithm 3 with 푞 = 0 have the worst performance. Although
‘GenEig’ does far better than these two methods, Algorithm 3 with 푞 = 1 produces the most accurate singular values. Next, we
compare the accuracy of the singular vectors by means of the canonical angles. Suppose 풁 , 풁̂ ∈ ℝ푛×푘 have 푾 orthonormal
columns, then the cosine of the canonical angles can be computed by the singular values of 풁̂
⊤
푾풁. See [11] for definitions and
details of the computation. The center panel of Fig. 3 plots the canonical angles between the “exact” and approximate left singular
vectors; similarly, the right panel plots the canonical angles between the “exact” and approximate right singular vectors. For the
left singular vectors, ‘TwoSided’ is comparable with ‘GSVD(0)’, whereas ‘GenEig’ is comparable with ‘GSVD(1)’. However,
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FIGURE 3 Comparing the accuracy between different methods (left) absolute error in the singular values, (center) canonical
angles between the “exact” and approximate left singular vectors, and (right) canonical angles corresponding to the right singular
vectors.
for the right singular vectors, ‘GSVD(1)’ is the most accurate. The accuracy of the right singular vectors can be explained by
the arguments made in [16] (see discussion after Theorem 1). While the accuracy of low-rank representations using ‘GenEig’
and ‘GSVD(1)’ is comparable, there is a considerable difference in the accuracy of the singular values and the singular vectors.
For this reason, we do not use the ‘TwoSided’ in subsequent experiments.
5.1.3 Effect of condition number
Section 4, and in particular Theorems 1 and 2, clearly identified the role of condition number 휅2(푻 ) in the error analysis. We
investigate the extent of the impact of a large condition number. For this purpose, we select the ‘Low-rank plus decay’ matrix
and the same 푺 matrix, described in Section 5.1.1. However, we construct four different matrices for 푻 using MATLAB’s
gallery/randsvd with condition numbers {10, 104, 107, 1010}. The relative error in the low-rank approximation is plotted
as a function of the target rank 푘; the oversampling parameter is still 푝 = 10. The results are plotting in Fig. 4. Two main
observations can be drawn: first, the error appears to increase with increasing condition number, confirming the analysis, and
second, subspace iteration with 푞 = 1 is sufficiently accurate to counteract the effects of ill-conditioning. We observe similar
trends for other choices of 푨 but do not report them here.
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FIGURE4The relative error in the low-rank representations obtained using subspace iterationwith increasing condition number
of 푻 . In general, a larger condition number results in a larger error confirming the analysis in Section 4.2. Here, ‘Best’ refers to
the relative error in the best low-rank representation, i.e., 휎푘+1∕휎1.
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FIGURE 5 The effect of the preconditioning on the relative error in the low-rank representation. Here, ‘Best’ refers to the
relative error in the best low-rank representation, i.e., 휎푘+1∕휎1.
In the next experiment, we take 푻 as the matrix HB/no7 from the SuiteSparse matrix collection [3]. This matrix is of size
729 × 729 with a condition number ≈ 2.4 × 109. The matrices 푨 and 푺 are constructed in the same way as the previous
experiment; the only difference is that are both of size 729× 729. The preconditioner is constructed using Incomplete Cholesky
factorization via MATLAB’s ichol with drop tolerance 10−4, and parameter ‘michol’ set to ‘on’. The preconditioned operator
has the condition number 휅2(푳푻푳
⊤) ≈ 1.4 × 105. We compute the relative error in the low-rank representations with and
without preconditioner and the results are reported in Fig. 5. It is readily seen that the use of the preconditioner improves the
accuracy especially for the larger values of the target rank. However, as with the previous experiment, 푞 = 1 subspace iterations
is sufficient to produce an accurate low-rank representations. We conclude if 푻 −1 is cheap to apply, then an additional round of
subspace iteration is recommended. If, on the other hand, 푻 is too expensive to apply, but a good preconditioner is available, it
can be used to improve accuracy.
5.2 Numerical Study of Inexactness in HDSA
In our next experiment, we discuss issues related to inexact matvecs in HDSA. Recall that 푨 arises from the discretization of
the operator푧⋆ = Π−1. The computation of a matrix-vector product 푨풙 can be done as
푨풙 = 횷(푲−1(푩풙)),
where 횷,푲 ,푩 are discretized versions of Π, and  respectively. The application of the transpose of 푨 can be performed
similarly. It is clear that the dominant cost involves solving linear systems involving 푲 , when 푲 is large and it is natural to
turn to iterative methods such as Conjugate Gradient. In this experiment, we investigate the impact of the tolerance, used as a
stopping criterion in the iterative algorithm, on the accuracy of the generalized singular values obtained using the randomized
algorithm.To this end, we use operators from the source inversion example in [9] (whichwere constructed explicitly at significant
computational cost for this experiment) and use Conjugate Gradient for solving linear systems involving 푲 . We choose three
different tolerances, which controls the relative residual, for the stopping criterion tol ∈ {10−3, 10−6, 10−9}. For comparison, we
also use a direct solver. In all the experiments we have used an oversampling parameter 푝 = 10. We see that the absolute error
in the singular values is high when the tolerance is 10−3; however, as the tolerance is decreased, we see that the error is almost
indistinguishable from the direct solution. This is consistent with the theory and numerical experiments in [5, 25, 19] but more
rigorous error analysis is needed to explore the effect of inexactness on the quality of the low-rank approximation.
5.3 Application of HDSA for PDE-constrained optimal control
In this subsection we demonstrate the utility of the randomized GSVD to compute hyper-differential sensitivity indices for a
PDE-constrained optimal control problem with spatially heterogeneous uncertain parameters in a model for subsurface fluid
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FIGURE 6 The effect of the tolerance used in the stopping criterion on the absolute error in the singular values. The label
‘direct’ refers to using a direct solver for solving systems with 푲 .
flow. Direct computation of such sensitivity indices, in this example, would require 8,800 matvecs, whereas by using the GSVD
we reduce this to 96 matvecs. This results in a dramatic computational savings since each matvec requires many PDE solves.
Control Problem:
Consider the PDE-constrained optimal control problem
min
푢,푧
1
2
푟∑
푗=1
(푗푢 − 푇푗)
2 +
훼
2
푚∑
푖=1
푧2
푖
(16)
such that
−∇ ⋅ (휇∇푢) =
푚∑
푖=1
푧푖푓푖 in Ω
푢 = 휓 on Γ퐷
−휇∇푢 ⋅ 풏 = 0 on Γ푁
where Ω = (0, 1)3 is the computational domain with Dirichlet boundary Γ퐷 = {0} × (0, 1)
2 ∪ {1} × (0, 1)2 and Neumann
boundary Γ푁 given by the remaining six sides of the unit cube Ω, i.e. 휕Ω ⧵ Γ퐷; 풏 denotes the outward pointing normal vector
to the boundary. We use (푥1, 푥2, 푥3) ∈ Ω to denote spatial coordinates when needed.
The PDE in (16) arises from Darcy’s law for subsurface porous media flow. It depends upon the spatially heterogeneous
permeability field 휇 and a source term defined by a sum of푚 spatially localized injections 푓푖, 푖 = 1, 2,… , 푚, which are weighted
by entries of the control vector 풛 ∈ ℝ푚. The optimal control problem seeks to determine injection magnitudes 푧푖, 푖 = 1, 2,… , 푚,
so that the pressure field 푢 attains a target value 푇푗 , 푗 = 1, 2,… , 푟, at 푟 different spatial coordinates,푗 is the point-wise evaluation
operator mapping 푢 to its value at the 푗푡ℎ spatial coordinate.
Assuming that the permeability field 휇 and Dirichlet boundary condition 휓 are known, Eq. (16) may be solved using PDE-
constrained optimization techniques. However, 휇 and 휓 are typically difficult to estimate in practice which motivates interest in
the sensitivity of the optimal controller to perturbations of 휇 and 휓 .
Fig. 7 displays the optimal controller and a comparison of the target pressure with the controlled and uncontrolled state.
The left panel displays the optimal injection magnitudes 푧푖, 푖 = 1, 2,… , 푚, with their spatial location given by the position
of the circle in the cube Ω and the injection magnitude indicated by the circle’s color. The injections are permitted in sixteen
predetermined wells. The right panel compares the target data, uncontrolled state, and controlled state in a 푥1− 푥2 cross section
with 푥3 = 0.53 fixed. The vertical axis in this figure indicates the pressure. The sixteen cyan circles indicate the location (in the
푥1 − 푥2 cross section) of the sixteen injection wells where the controller acts.
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FIGURE 7 Left: optimal control strategy (injection magnitudes) in sixteen wells; right: comparison of the target data, uncon-
trolled, and controlled state, the cyan circles indicate the positions of the injection wells (coinciding with the sixteen wells in
the left figure).
Parameter specification:
We represent uncertainty in the permeability field 휇, a function defined on Ω, and Dirichlet boundary conditions 휓0 (at 푥1 = 0)
and 휓1 (at 푥1 = 1), functions defined on Γ퐷, by prescribing nominal estimates 휇, 휓0, and 휓1, and considering
휇(푥1, 푥2, 푥3) = 휇(푥1, 푥2, 푥3)
(
1 + 푎
퐿+1∑
푖=1
퐿+1∑
푗=1
퐿+1∑
푘=1
휃
휇
푖,푗,푘
휙푖(푥1)휙푗(푥2)휙푘(푥3)
)
휓0(푥2, 푥3) = 휓0(푥2, 푥3)
(
1 + 푎
퐿+1∑
푗=1
퐿+1∑
푘=1
휃
휓0
푗,푘
휙푗(푥2)휙푘(푥3)
)
휓1(푥2, 푥3) = 휓1(푥2, 푥3)
(
1 + 푎
퐿+1∑
푗=1
퐿+1∑
푘=1
휃
휓1
푗,푘
휙푗(푥2)휙푘(푥3)
)
where 푎 = 0.1 represents the level of uncertainty, 퐿 = 19 is an integer specifying a spatial discretization, and 휙 is a linear finite
element basis function defined on the interval [0, 1] with 퐿 + 1 equally space nodes. Concatenating 휽흁, 휽흍ퟎ , and 휽흍ퟏ yields a
parameter vector 휽 ∈ ℝ8800. The discretization of푧⋆ (2), with nominal parameter estimates, i.e. 휽 = 0, is a 240×8800matrix
for which we seeks its largest singular values and vectors to estimate sensitivity indices.
5.3.1 Accuracy of the randomized GSVD algorithms
The randomized GSVD of (2) is computed with an oversampling factor of 푝 = 12 and 푞 = 1 subspace iteration. The matrix 푺
arising from the mass matrices defined by inner products of the 푓푖’s and the matrix 푻 arises from the mass matrices defined by
inner products of the 휙푖’s. The generalized singular values of (2) are given in Fig. 8. A low rank structure is identified, where
sensitivities in the 8800 dimensional discretized parameter space can bewell approximatedwith small number of singularmodes.
5.3.2 Estimating sensitivity indices
Fig. 9 displays the log of the nominal permeability field 휇 (left) and the permeability field sensitivity indices (right). In the
sensitivity indices panel (right), the size of the dot is scaled by the magnitude of the sensitivity index to aid in visualization of
the high sensitivity regions. In particular, we notice a small region of red dots indicating that the high sensitivity is localized to
a small region in space.
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FIGURE 9 Left: natural log of the nominal permeability field 휇; right: permeability field sensitivity indices.
Fig. 10 displays the boundary condition sensitivity indices corresponding to the 푥1 = 0 Dirichlet boundary on the left and
푥1 = 1 Dirichlet boundary on the right. We observe spatially localized sensitivity in the boundary conditions. The sensitivity on
the 푥1 = 1 boundary is an order of magnitude larger than on the 푥1 = 0 boundary, while both boundary sensitivities are smaller
than the largest permeability field sensitivity indices.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
There are three major contributions in this paper. First, we present a new algorithm for computing the truncated GSVD using
randomized subspace iterations and discussion numerical and computational issues associated with its implementation. Second,
we present probabilistic analysis of the error in the low-rank representation when a standard Gaussian random matrix is used
as the initial guess. This analysis provides insight into the parameters of the algorithm—the number of subspace iterations, and
the oversampling parameter. Third, we present an application of our algorithm to computing the sensitivity indices in the HDSA
framework, and demonstrate through numerical experiments that our approach is both accurate and computationally efficient.
Based on these experiments we recommend using Algorithm 3 with 푞 = 1 subspace iterations. If a preconditioner is available,
and solves involving 푻 are expensive, the error can be further lowered using the approach in Section 4.3.
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FIGURE 10 Left: 푥1 = 0Dirichlet boundary condition sensitivity indices; right: 푥1 = 1Dirichlet boundary condition sensitivity
indices.
Computing the truncated GSVD with randomized algorithms facilitates efficient analysis of large linear operators arising in a
variety of contexts. This article presented hyper-differential sensitivity analysis where the use of a truncated GSVD has poten-
tial to yield a significant reduction in the number of matvecs. Further, the randomized algorithms enables efficient distributed
memory parallelism which facilitates computation for large-scale applications.
There are several possible avenues for future exploration. First, the analysis in Section 4 centered on the error in the low-rank
approximation. Following the work in [16], one can analyze the accuracy in the singular values and the singular vectors. Second,
the algorithms proposed in this paper use standard Gaussian random matrices for the initial guess 훀. Several other choices
were proposed in this paper but we did not explore them numerically or analytically. It would be interesting to investigate if the
dependence of the error condition number 휅2(푻 ) can be further weakened, either by using and developing new preconditioners,
or using a different strategy.
In hyper-differential sensitivity analysis, the matrix푨was defined implicitly andmatvecs involving푨 and its transpose require
solving linear systems. If an iterative solver is used, and the iterations are stopped early, then this causes an error in the matvecs.
An analysis of the error in the GSVD and developing appropriate stopping criteria would also be interesting to investigate.
Similarly, analyzing inexactness from the inconsistency in 푩 and its transpose is also worth investigating. In addition, future
research may explore parallel load balancing associated with computing matvecs in parallel, and the potential to use information
from solves in the first stage of the algorithm to precondition solves in the second stage.
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